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1.Introduction 
Machine learning (ML) techniques have pervaded 

into many application areas wherever human-like 

behavior is mandated, be it learning, decision-

making, prediction, and/or classification. Typically, 

ML techniques fall into four categories, namely, 

supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, and 

reinforcement learning [1]. While the supervised ML 

attempts to link the input attributes with a target 

attribute [2], the unsupervised ML derives 

conclusions from input data in the absence of any 

labelled data [3]. On the other hand, semi-supervised 

ML combines features of supervised and 

unsupervised techniques to build classification 

models [4].  

 
*Author for correspondence 
 

Reinforcement learning relies on a trial-and-error 

method, wherein a particular action is taken based on 

some input data, if the action turns out to be 

acceptable, a reward point is granted, and if the 

action does not yield the expected result, then the 

system learns that such an action would not be 

effective in future [5]. 

 

The world-wide acceptance of internet as the most 

popular communication medium for all kinds of 

online activities is quite evident in the present times. 

Along with many of its benefits there has been 

security challenges due to growing cases of cyber-

attacks. Though several approaches like data 

encryption, user authentication, access control, 

firewalls, etc. have been tried to prevent attacks but 

none of the approaches have succeeded in providing 
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complete protection [6]. It has been a real challenge 

to find a clear distinction between normal users and 

intruders. Intrusion detection systems (IDS) are being 

developed as a possible solution to provide early 

warning of an intrusion so that appropriate preventive 

measures can be taken. Normally, two approaches are 

adopted, to identify unauthorized users, namely, 

signature-based and heuristic or anomaly based. 

Signature-based IDS (SIDS) utilize simple pattern-

matching to find a known attack (also known as 

knowledge-based detection. Though SIDS gives good 

detection rate for known intrusions [7] but fail to 

detect new or unknown attacks or variants of existing 

attacks. With the increasing rate of zero-day attacks 

[8] Symantec, (2017), SIDS prove to be less effective 

because of unavailability of signature for unknown 

attacks. The heuristic intrusion detection approach 

tries to classify the behaviour of network users into 

one of the categories such as good or benign, 

suspicious, or unknown [9]. Anomaly-based intrusion 

detection system (AIDS) uses ML to train the 

detection system to recognize normal network 

activities and creates a baseline. Any significant 

deviation from the baseline is interpreted as an 

intrusion because an intrusion creates distinguishable 

patterns within the network traffic [10]. 

   

An AIDS continuously monitors and analyzes 

different activities and raises alarms whenever any 

abnormal activity is observed. Researchers have tried 

to build AIDS to detect abnormal network activities 

using various ML techniques such as support vector 

machine (SVM), rule-based systems, logistic model 

tree, k-nearest- neighbour (k-NN) and neural network 

(NN) but they have not succeeded to a large extent as 

real attacks go undetected without any alarms and 

non-attacks are signalled as attacks. As a result, there 

is increase in false negatives (FN) as well as false 

positives (FP). The aim of this research is to propose 

an effective AIDS using tree-based ML techniques 

which can demonstrate high detection accuracy and 

low false alarms as far as possible. 

 

The key contributions of this research are: 

1.The most appropriate features have been selected 

from the NSL-KDD dataset using entropy based, 

statistical based and search-based feature selection 

methods. This is required to enhance the performance 

of the model as many of the features negatively 

impact the performance and increase the model 

building time.  

2. The selected feature subsets are evaluated using 

eight decision tree-based ML techniques, namely best 

first tree (BFT), functional tree (FT), J48, naïve bayes 

tree (NBT), random forest (RF), random tree (RT), 

reduced error pruning tree (REPT), and simple 

classification and regression tree (Simple CART)   

3. The performance of the classifiers are evaluated 

with the help of confusion matrix using different 

evaluation criteria such as accuracy, sensitivity, 

precision, FPR, F-value, balanced classification rate 

(BCR), specificity, negative predictive value (NPV), 

false negative rate (FNR), Matthew’s correlation 

coefficient (MCC), error rate (ER), kappa statistic 

(KC), geometric mean (GM), Youden’s index (YI), 

Jaccard, efficiency, and discriminant power (DP). To 

the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no 

prior performance evaluation of models based on 

seventeen different criteria, constructed using all 

conceivable combinations of ten feature selection 

methods and eight classifiers. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 

2 briefly describes previously published related work 

on intrusion detection. Section 3 covers the 

methodology, details of the proposed model, and 

experimental setup. Section 4 describes experimental 

results and are discussed in section 5. Conclusion and 

future work are presented in section 6. 

 

2.Literature review  
In the past many researchers have applied varieties of 

ML algorithms be it single, hybrid, or ensemble 

techniques on intrusion data. 

  

In [11], Taher et al. have built an IDS model using 

artificial neural network (ANN) and SVM. Wrapper 

feature selection method applied for selection of 

relevant features. They perform the experiment on 

NSL-KDD intrusion detection data set and reported 

that ANN based model is better than SVM model and 

the model is efficient in terms of detection rate. 

However, the limitation of the proposed model is that 

they have used only two techniques, namely, SVM 

and ANN. 

 

Louati and Ktata [12] presented a deep-learning 

based multi-agent system for IDS. Evaluating the 

method KDD CUP 99 is used. At the pre-processing 

stage converted symbolic features into numeric 

values and autoencoder technique was applied for 

selection of important features. For evaluation of 

parameters two classifiers k-NN and multilayer 

perceptron were applied on the dataset. According to 

the findings, k-NN classifier achieves 99.95% 

accuracy and multilayer perceptron gives an accuracy 

of 99.73%. KDD CUP 99 dataset is unbalanced. 

Computation of accuracy is not sufficient to 
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determine the effectiveness of model. Moreover, only 

10% of the total dataset is used fo their 

experimentation. 

   

Rakshe and Gonjari [13] proposed an IDS model 

based on SVM and RF techniques. They 

implemented techniques on NSL-KDD data. They 

report both models have accuracy more than 95% and 

performance of RF technique is better than SVM. 

The limitation of the work being no feature selection 

method has been applied and the model is built using 

only two classification techniques and by considering 

all the 41 features. 

  

Benisha and Ratna [14] suggested long short-term 

memory convolutional neural network (LSTM-CNN) 

feature –fusion based cross layer IDS for detecting 

attacks of internet. Both NSL-KDD and KDD CUP 

99 dataset are applied for experiment. Findings show 

that high accuracy of 99.795 and low false alarm rate. 

They have considered only two evaluation 

parameters such as accuracy and FAR. Singh et al. 

[15] have applied online sequential extreme learning 

machine (OS-ELM) algorithm to build an IDS. Their 

experimental results with NSL-KDD 2009 dataset 

achieved 98.66% detection accuracy and 1.74% ER. 

However, no feature selection method has been 

applied. 

 

In [16], Patel et al. (2015) discussed an approach that 

combines two techniques association rule mining and 

random particle swarm optimization. For 

performance analysis of algorithm NSL-KDD dataset 

used. The model successfully detected normal and 

attack records.  The proposed approach achieved 

overall accuracy of 95.46%. In [17], Sharma and 

Gaur proposed hybrid IDS model random ant colony 

optimization (R-ACO) for detect internet-based 

attacks. For experimental work NSL-KDD dataset 

used. At the pre-processing stage normal data 

filtration and attack data filtration applied on the 

dataset. For better classification result R-ACO 

algorithm applied. The results suggest that model is 

capable of classifying all 4 categories of attack which 

are present in the dataset and achieves good accuracy 

value. Though the proposed model reports good 

result but the authors have tried with only one model. 

Belgrana et al. [18] have proposed artificial 

intelligence-based algorithms to find network attacks 

with an objective to reduce FNR and processing time. 

They have applied condensed nearest neighbour 

(CNN) algorithm on NSL-KDD and have compared 

with k-NN algorithm. They have reported 

improvement in detection rate and reduced 

processing time as compared to k-NN. But their work 

is restricted to only two approaches. AI-Safi et al. 

[19] presented the model by combining artificial bee 

colony (ABC) algorithm and optimization-cuckoo 

search (OCS) for optimizing SVM parameters for 

classification of network data. Further information 

gain (IG) method is applied on NSL-KDD to select 

important features. They reported accuracy of 

94.21% and detection rate of 98.25%. The limitation 

being only one feature selection and one 

classification technique have been used. Gurung et al. 

[20] in 2019 proposed a deep learning-based 

approach to detect network attacks. For experimental 

study NSL-KDD dataset used. During the 

preprocessing stage converted symbolic features into 

numeric values and dataset is normalized using max-

min normalization. The overall accuracy was 82.7%, 

precision was 84.6%, detection rate was 92.8%, and 

specificity was 80.7%. 

 

Sharon et al. [21] proposed a system combining a 

sparse autoencoder and stacked contractive 

autoencoder (S-SCAE) along with a bi-directional 

LSTM  followed by a dense layer , a dropout layer, 

and a layer with attention mechanism (Bi-DLDA) for 

detecting intrusions in a cloud environment. Using 

NSL-KDD dataset the model achieves recall rate of 

98%, accuracy of 98%, and precision 99%. The 

limitation being only three parameters are calculated 

for performance analysis. In [22] a model has been 

proposed using meta-heuristic and ML algorithms, 

namely, RF, CART, SVM, and multi-layer 

perceptron (MLP). The performance of the model has 

been evaluated using the metrics F-value, precision, 

recall and accuracy on NSL-KDD dataset. Though 

the authors have highlighted the capability of meta-

heuristic algorithms in optimising IDS models but no 

feature selection has been done. In [23], Pandey et al.  

have proposed generative adversarial network and 

bayesian optimization in multi-class SVM (GAN-

BMSVM) for IDS model to overcome imbalance and 

overfitting problems in intrusion detection. They 

have experimented with two imbalanced datasets, 

namely, NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15. The min-max 

normalization method has been applied to normalize 

the input data with a view to reduce the differences in 

features. The GAN-BMSVM model could achieve 

99.58% and 85.38% accuracy for NSL-KDD and 

UNSW-NB15 datasets, respectively. However, they 

have considered accuracy as the only comparison 

parameter. 

  

In [24] deep-learning-based feed-forward neural 

network (FFNN) algorithm was proposed and the 
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model was tested with two datasets NSL-KDD and 

UNSW-NB15. The model achieved 91.29% 

accuracy, 91.38% detection rate for the UNSW-

NB15 dataset, and 89.03% accuracy, 95.65% 

detection rate for NSL-KDD dataset. But they have 

used only FFNN for classification. In [25], Jiang et 

al. have proposed the use of hybrid intrusion 

detection utilizing three models namely, feature 

reduction adjustment parameter particle swarm 

optimization (FR-APPSO), feature reduction bi-

directional long short term memory (FR-Bi-LSTM), 

and adjustment parameter particle swarm 

optimization -BiLSTM (APPSO-BiLSTM). 

Evaluation of the model has been carried on three 

datasets, viz., NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15, and 

CICIDS-2017. The FR-APPSO-BiLSTM model has 

yielded higher classification accuracy and better 

detection effect on the three datasets as compared to 

other two models. 

 

In [26], an improved IDS has been proposed based on 

feature selection and integrated approach. The NSL-

KDD dataset was first balanced using synthetic 

minority over-sampling edited nearest neighbor 

(SMOTE-ENN) method and then principal 

component analysis (PCA) was applied on the dataset 

for feature extraction. Next, bagging technique was 

applied for classification. The model achieved 

accuracy of 84.68% and FPR, FP rate of 1.81%. The 

limitation being only one classification technique was 

applied. In [27], Shiravani et al.  have proposed a 

correlation feature selection procedure based on 

fuzzy numbers and scoring methods. The proposed 

method was applied on two datasets, viz., NSL-KDD 

and CICIDS2017. A Performance analysis of the 

proposed model which is based on four classifiers, 

viz., RF, ANN, k-NN, and SVM show that SVM 

gives an accuracy of 96.89% and k-NN gives the 

lowest FPR of 0.302%. Various researchers have 

proposed different ML models with an objective of 

detecting unknown attacks and have evaluated the 

models using few metrics such as accuracy, detection 

rate, and false alarm rate. Some have proposed hybrid 

models by combining two or three methods and have 

also employed different feature selection methods to 

select potential features for classification. But, none 

of the work employed appropriate metrics to evaluate 

the NSL-KDD unbalanced dataset. Accuracy has 

been taken as a criterion for performance 

measurement for almost all the studies though it is 

not suitable for unbalanced datasets. Therefore, in our 

study the models have been evaluated using metrics 

such as MCC, Kappa static, GM, and, DP which are 

more suitable for unbalanced datasets. In this work, 

an exhaustive study has been carried out using 

possible combinations of ten feature selection 

methods belonging to three different categories, and 

eight classification techniques. Moreover, none of the 

works reported so far have used EDA search, HS, 

LFS, and VHS for feature selection. These search-

based methods have the potential to deal with 

imbalanced datasets, thereby enhancing the detection 

rate and reduce the FP and FNR. 

   

3.Materials and methods 

3.1Decision tree (DT) based ML method 

DTs are more concerned with supervised 

classification and it handles the dataset with large 

number of records and each record belong to one of 

the given classes. The techniques are so powerful that 

they are capable of capturing decision-making 

knowledge from the given dataset and also handle 

categorical attributes. 

 

DT is constructed using three phases: construction 

phase, pruning phase, and processing phase. DT 

consists of one root node, internal and leaf nodes and 

alternative branches. DT can be generated from the 

training set of data. The unknown input data are 

classified by traversing the tree from root node to leaf 

node. When a test record enters at the root node, a 

test is applied to find which child node will be 

traversed next. Always a unique path exists from the 

root to each leaf and every path represents a rule. 

 

DT can handle both numerical and categorical 

attributes. The hierarchical structure of tree-based 

models handles imbalanced dataset. DT creates a 

structure resembling a tree by dividing the feature 

space into regions according to feature values. DT 

can capture complex relationships between features 

and the target variable without requiring extensive 

pre-processing. It can detect anomalies easily and the 

model building time is also minimum.  Further, the 

number of hyperparameters is less. However, the 

limitations of DT are: the structure becomes unstable 

whenever there is a small change in data, and the tree 

becomes more complex as it gets deeper. DT requires 

few resources for creation of a tree structure.  The 

complexity of DT depends on the number of nodes in 

the tree, the height of the tree, and the expected path 

length. While the time complexity of a DT depends 

on its depth, the space complexity depends on the 

number of nodes in the tree. 

DT Parameters in Weka 

 

Parameter tuning plays a vital role in DT based 

learning processes. One can tune these parameters to 
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improve the overall performance of a model. 

Followings are the important parameters: 

MaxDepth:  maximum depth of each tree. By default 

the value is  1 which means the algorithm will 

automatically control the depth. 

NumFolds–NumFolds value specifies number of 

folds of data used for pruning the DT. The rest will 

be used for growing the rules. 

MinNum –Minimum number of instances per leaf. If 

not mentioned, the tree will keep splitting till all leaf 

nodes have only one class associated with it. 

 

A brief description of some tree-based classifiers that 

are applied in this work on the NSL-KDD dataset are 

presented below. 
3.1.1Best first tree (BFT) 

BFT [28] is built following the divide-and-conquer 

principle wherein “Best” node is selected at each step 

for splitting. The technique is capable of splitting 

both numeric and nominal features. The steps are as 

follows: 

 

Step 1: The best feature is found to split at each node. 

Step 2: Determine the node to be expanded next. 

Step 3: Finally decide on the stopping criteria for the 

tree to grow. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

Set minimal number of instances at the terminal node 

= 2 

Gini index (GI) is used for splitting criterion. 

Seed = 1 (The random number seed to be used.) 

Batch size = 100 

NumFoldsPruning = 5 (Number of folds in internal 

cross-validation) 
3.1.2Functional tree (FT) 

The FT algorithm [29] follows a top-down recursive 

partitioning approach to build a DT. Though splitting 

at each node is univariate; however, both the original 

attributes in the data and new attributes created by an 

attribute constructor function are considered. 

Multiple linear regression is used in the regression 

setting and linear discriminants or multiple logistic 

regression is applied in the classification setting. 

Logistic regression functions are used both at the 

inner and leaf levels. The algorithm is capable of 

handling both binary and multi-class target variables. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

MinNum = 15 (Set the minimum number of instances 

at which a node is considered for splitting) 

WeightTrimBeta = 0.0 (Set the beta value used for 

weight trimming in LogitBoost) 

Number of iterations for Logitboot = 15 

Batch size = 100 (The preferred number of instances 

to process if batch prediction is performed) 

Split = 1 (The seed value for randomization) 
3.1.3J48 

J48 [30] builds DT using the concept of information 

entropy.   

The tree consists of one root node, internal nodes, 

branches, and leaf nodes. Leaf nodes indicate class 

labels. The classifier consists of two phases:  

Phase 1 : Growth phase  

Phase 2 : Pruning phase 

 

Steps of the approach: 

Step1: In case the instances belong to the same class 

the tree denotes a leaf so the leaf is returned by 

labelling with the same class.  

Step 2: The potential information is calculated for 

every attribute, given by a test on the attribute. Gain 

in information is considered that would result from a 

test on the attribute.  

Step 3: The best attribute is found on the basis of 

present criterion and that attribute is selected for 

branching [31]. 

J48 model can handle both continuous and discrete 

features. It uses the data from a set of examples with 

incomplete information and gives good accuracy. J48 

eliminates branches that do not provide information 

to the model. Overfitting happens if exceptional 

attributes are present in the dataset. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

MinNum = 2 (Minimum number of instances for 

leaf = 2) 

Batch size = 100 (The preferred number of instances 

to process if batch prediction is performed) 

Confidence factor = 0.25 (The confidence factor used 

for pruning) 

NumFolds = 3 (Determines the amount of data used 

for reduced error pruning) 

Seed = 1 (The seed is used for randomizing the data 

when reduced-error pruning is used) 
3.1.4Naïve bayes tree (NBT) 

NBT is a combination of Naïve Bayesian classifier 

and DT [32]. The classification techniques divides 

the dataset by applying an entropy-based algorithm 

and then use Naïve Bayesian technique at the leaf 

node to analyze the attributes.  

 

Given a collection S, if the target attribute can take m 

different values, then the entropy of S relative to m-

wise classification is defined as (Equation 1):  

Entropy (S) = −  ∑       
   (pi)        (1) 

      

where pi is the proportion of S belonging to class i. 
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The information gain, Gain (S, A) of an attribute A  

relative to S is defined as  (Equation 2): 

Gain (S, A) =  Entropy (S)  − ∑                v | / | S 

|] / Entropy (Sv)           (2)          

where value (A) is the set of all possible values for 

attribute A and Sv is the subset of S for which 

attribute A has value v. 

Parameter tuning: 

Batch size = 100 
3.1.5Random forest (RF)  

RF combines multiple DTs where each DT is 

constructed based on the values of independent 

random vectors. The results of the RF can be 

controlled by the majority or weighted voting [33]. 

 

RF combines the outcomes of several DTs. When the 

number of trees is sufficiently large, the upper bound 

of the generalization error converges according to the 

following formula [34] (Equation 3): 

 

Generalization Error ≤  (α ( 1 –s2 )) / s2 (3) 

Where α is the average correlation among the trees 

and s is a measure of strength of the tree classifiers. 

The strength refers to the average performance of the 

classifiers measured probabilistically as (Equation 4): 

 

Margin, M (X, Y) = P ( Ĉφ = Y ) – max P(Ĉφ = Z) 

   Z≠Y  (4) 

Where Ĉφ is the predicted class of X according to a 

classifier built from some random vector φ. The 

higher the margin, the more likely the classifier 

correctly predicts an example X. 

The algorithm is very robust as it uses multiple DT to 

arrive at the result. The RF model does not explicitly 

perform feature selection and may perform poorly 

when large number of irrelevant features are present 

in the dataset. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

Batch size = 100 

MaxDepth = 0 (The maximum depth of the tree, 0 for 

unlimited) 

NumFeatures = 0 (Sets the number of randomly 

chosen attributes) 

Number of trees in the RF = 100 
3.1.6Random tree (RT) 

RT algorithm constructs the tree taking M random 

features at each node and employ bagging concept 

[35]. 

It does not perform pruning. 

 

Three main choices to be made when constructing a 

RT are [36]: 

i)  The method for splitting the leaves. 

ii) The type of predictor to be used at each leaf. 

iii) The method for injecting randomness into the 

trees. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

MaxDepth = 0 (The maximum depth of the tree, 0 for 

unlimited.) 

Kvalue = 0 (Sets the number of randomly chosen 

attributes) 

Batch size = 100 

MinNum = 1.0 (The minimum total weight of the 

instances in a leaf) 

MinVarianceProp = 0.001 (The minimum proportion 

of the variance on all the data that needs to be present 

at a node in order for splitting to be performed in 

regression trees.) 

NumFolds = 0 (Determines the amount of data used 

for backfitting) 
3.1.7Reduced error pruning tree (REPT) 

REPT builds a DT using maximum IG as the splitting 

criterion and prunes it using reduced error pruning 

[35].  The pruning process in the REPT algorithm 

deals with the backward over-fitting problem. The 

algorithm constructs many trees but selects the 

optimal one. The REPT Algorithm [37] follows: 

Step 1: Select the dataset 

Step 2: Split the input dataset into two subsets, a 

growing set and a validation set. 

Step 3: Repeat the pruning phase i.e., Step 4 and Step 

5 for every node in the tree. 

Step 4: Evaluate the impact on the validation set i.e., 

ER for each node. 

Step 5: Remove the node which maximally improves 

the accuracy of the validation set i.e., the node with 

highest reduced ER. 

The main advantage of this method is its linear 

computational complexity. As every node is visited 

only once, this method works relatively fast, 

especially in comparison to others. This method 

requires separate pruning dataset, which can be a 

problem for small datasets. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

Batch size = 100 

MaxDepth = -1 (The maximum tree depth, -1 for no 

restrictions) 

MinNum = 2.0 (The minimum total weight of the 

instance in a leaf) 

MinVarianceProp = 0.001 (The minimum proportion 

of the variance on all the data that needs to be present 

at a node in order for splitting to be performed in 

regression trees.) 

NumFolds = 3 (Determines the amount of data used 

for pruning.)  
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3.1.8Simple classification and regression tree (Simple 

CART) 

Simple CART generates a binary DT by splitting the 

instances at each node [38]. This technique divides 

the data into homogeneous subsets using binary 

recursive partitions. CART uses the GI for 

determining the best split [39]. 

 

A child is created for each subcategory, only two 

children are created. At each step, an exhaustive 

search is used to determine the best split, where best 

is defined by (Equation 5): 

Φ(u / v)=2 PLs PRs ∑
m

j=1 |P(Cj | tL ) −P(Cj | tR)| (5)  

 

where Ls and Rs are used to indicate the left and right 

sub trees of the current node in the tree. 

PLs and PRs are the probability that a tuple in the 

training set will be on the left or right side of the tree. 

The formula is evaluated at the current node, v, and 

for each possible splitting attribute and criterion, u. 

CART is simple, non-linear and easy to understand. 

It can be implemented with little data preparation as 

the normalization or scaling of input data is not 

required. The model becomes complex when the data 

size is very large, which can lead to overfitting. 

 

Parameter tuning: 

Batch size = 100 

MinNumObj: The minimal number of observations at 

the terminal node (Default 2). 

NumFoldsPruning = 5 (The number of folds in the 

internal cross-validation.) 

 

3.2Proposed model 

The proposed ML based IDS framework: 

Our work focuses on anomaly-based network IDS.  

Implementation of the proposed anomaly-based 

NIDS consists of following steps (Present in Figure 

1): 

-For selection of potential features NSL-KDD dataset 

is used which is described in section 3.3.4. 

-Three categories of feature selection methods are 

implemented on the dataset before training. This step 

selects the most important subset of features. In this 

work entropy based (gain ratio (GR) [40], 

information gain (IG) [40] and symmetrical 

uncertainty (SU) [41]), statistical based (chi-squared 

[42], one-R [43] , and relief-F [44] )  and search 

based (EDA [45], feature subset harmony search 

(FSHS) [45],  linear forward selection (LFS) [46] , 

feature vote harmony search (FVHS) [45] ) feature 

selection techniques have been employed to select the 

optimum number of relevant features. 

- The classification stage evaluates the performance 

of eight DT based classifiers namely BFT, FT, J48, 

NBT, RF, RT, REPT, simple CART on the selected 

subset of features. K-fold (K = 10) cross-validation 

procedure is used to validate the performance of the 

model presented in section 3.3.2. The performance of 

the classification techniques is compared using 

different metrics described in section 3.3.1. 

 

3.3Experimental setup 

All experiments have been conducted with a machine 

configuration having an AMD processor, 8 GB 

RAM, Windows 7 professional operating system, and 

the Weka open-source tool for implementation of ML 

algorithms.  
3.3.1Performance measure  

Selection of the suitable criteria is a key issue for 

performance analysis of classification techniques. 

Different methods are used for testing the 

performance of the techniques.  A major issue for the 

imbalanced dataset is selection of suitable criteria for 

performance analysis. NSL-KDD dataset is an 

imbalanced dataset because instances of Normal, 

denial of service (DoS), and Probe categories 

represent the majority classes and minority classes 

are remote to local (R2L) and user to root (U2R). 

In this study confusion matrix [47] is applied to 

compare the relative efficacy of the tree-based 

classification techniques. 

Confusion matrix is a P × P table which depicts four 

aspects of a classifier, namely, TTP  (true positive),  

RFP  (false positive)  , SFN  ( false negative) , and QTN  

(true negative)  as shown in Table 1. 

where 

QTN: The model detected normal connections 

correctly and does not raise any alarm. 

RFP: The model detected wrongly as an attack and 

false alarm raised.  

SFN: The model failed to detect an attack and did not 

raise alarm. 

TTP: The model detected the attack successfully and 

raised alarm. 

 

Table 1Confusion matrix 

 Predicted  

Normal Attack 

Actual  Normal   QTN   RFP  

Attack   SFN   TTP 
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Figure 1 Proposed model 
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The formulas for the performance measures have 

been shown by Equations 6 to Equation 22. 

Accuracy = (TTP + QTN) / [ (TTP + RFP + QTN + SFN)] 

         (6)                                        

Accuracy Є [0, 1][48]. High accuracy value indicates 

the model is better. 

Sensitivity: Sensitivity can be defined mathematically 

as [49] (Equation 7): 

Sensitivity or TPR or Recall = (TTP )/(TTP + SFN) 

         (7)               

Sensitivity  Є  [ 0, 1 ].  If the sensitivity is high then 

the ML model is better. 

Precision ( or PPV): Precision measures how good 

model  is correctly predicted positive instances  to the 

total positive class. Mathematically, precision is 

calculated as (Equation 8): 

Precision = PPV=( TTP) /( TTP + RFP ) (8)                                                           

Precision  Є  [ 0, 1 ].  If value of   precision is high 

then the ML model is better. 

False Positive Rate (FPR): FPR is defined as [48] 

(Equation 9): 

FPR = (RFP) / (  QTN + RFP )  (9)                                                    

FPR  Є  [ 0, 1 ]. If the FPR is very low then the ML   

is better. 

F-value calculates using the formula (Equation 10): 

F-value = 2×(PPV × TPR/(PPV+TPR) (10)                                        

F-value  Є  [ 0, 1 ]. F-value approximately 1 indicate 

the performance of the classifier is good. 

Balanced Classification Rate  ( BCR): BCR is 

calculated  using the formula (Equation 11): 

BCR=(Sensitivity+Specificity)/ 2   (11) 

BCR  Є [ 0, 1 ]. If the BCR  is high then the  ML  is 

better. 

Specificity (or TNR) : Specificity defined as  ratio of 

number  of  true negatives to total  negative events  in 

the dataset.  Mathematically specificity is calculated 

as (Equation 12) : 

Specificity = (  QTN ) / (QTN + RFP)  (12)                                                   

Specificity  Є [ 0, 1 ].  If the specificity is high then 

the  ML model is better. 

Negative Predictive Value  (NPV) :  NPV is 

calculated  using the formula (Equation 13): 

NPV=(QTN ) / (QTN + SFN )  (13)                                                                                   

NPV  Є  [ 0, 1 ].  If the NPV  is high then the ML 

model is better. 

False Negative Rate ( FNR): FNR is calculated using 

the formula (Equation 14):  

FNR  =  (SFN ) / (SFN + TTP )  (14)                                                                           

FNR  Є  [ 0, 1 ].  If the FNR is very low then  the  

ML model is better.  

Matthews Correlation Coefficient ( MCC) : The 

MCC value varies from – 1 to + 1 i.e.  MCC Є (– 1, 1 

)[49]. The result produce approximately 1 if the 

prediction results are good.  Mathematically MCC is 

calculated as (Equation 15): 

MCC = [(TTP × QTN ) – (RFP × SFN ) ] / SQRT [ (TTP + 

RFP) (TTP + SFN ) (QTN + RFP ) (QTN + SFN ) ]    (15) 

ER is calculated using the formula (Equation 16):  

Error  Rate = (  RFP + SFN )/ (TTP+RFP+QTN +SFN)  

     (16) 

ER  Є  [ 0, 1 ].  If the ER value is very low then the  

ML model  is better. 

Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient(KC): A kappa value of 1 

represents perfect agreement between model 

prediction and the actual classes, value of 0 

represents no agreement. Kappa is calculated using 

the formula [50] (Equation 17): 

Kappa = [ Total Accuracy  (Ta) − Random Accuracy 

(Ra) ]  /  [ 1 –  Random Accuracy (Ra)]    (17) 

Where 

Ta= (TTP + QTN) / [ (TTP + RFP + QTN + SFN)] 

and 

Ra = [( QTN + RFP ) (QTN + SFN ) + (SFN + TTP ) (RFP + 

TTP ) ] /  [ (TTP + RFP + QTN + SFN)
2
 ]    

Kappa  Є [ 0 , 1 ]. 

Geometric Mean ( GM) : Geometric Mean  is defined 

as [51] (Equation 18): 

GM = √                            (18) 

Geometric Mean   Є  [ 0, 1 ].  The best value is 1 and 

the worst value is 0. 

Youden’s Index (YI) is calculated using the formula 

[49] (Equation 19) 

YI = Sensitivity + Specificity –1  (19)                                                     

YI  Є [– 1, 1 ]. Higher value of YI indicates good 

performing of a classifier.  

Jaccard: Jaccard metric ignores the negative instances 

which are correctly classified and is calculated using 

the formula[47] (Equation 20) 

Jaccard = (TTP )/(TTP + RFP + SFN )        (20) 

 

The value of Jaccard ranges from 0 to 1. 

Efficiency:  Efficiency is calculated using the 

formula (Equation 21): 

Efficiency  

=
                                                             

                    
  

     (21) 

Discriminant Power ( DP): DP is a measure that 

summarizes specificity and sensitivity , calculated 

using the formula [49] (Equation 22):  

DP =   3 /    )( log A + log B )  (22) 

 

Where A=(TPR)/(1 –TPR ) 

B =(TNR) /(1 –TNR ) 
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3.3.2Cross-validation  

This method involves randomly partitioning total 

instances into k different groups of equal size. In this 

study 10-fold cross-validation applied on the dataset. 

All instances are partition into 10 subparts SP1, SP2, 

…….SP10 ( Present in Figure  2 ). Each time one 

partition is used for testing and rest nine partitions are 

used for training. 

First partition SP1 is used for validation purpose and 

the remaining nine partitions SP2 to SP10 are used 

for training purpose and computing mean squared 

error (MSE1). Next, partition SP2 is used for 

validation purpose and the remaining nine partitions 

SP1 and SP3 to SP10 are used for training purpose 

and computing MSE2. Repeating this approach 10 

times produced 10 squared errors MSE1, MSE2, 

……MSE10. The error estimation is average of all 

the 10 times to get total effectiveness of the model 

[52] (Equation 23).  

 

CV10 =( 1/10 )(∑       
    )  (23) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 10-Fold cross-validation 

 
3.3.3Feature selection  

The aim of feature selection techniques is to improve 

ML performance. Feature selection methods identify 

and remove the features from the original dataset 

which are not required for classification purpose.  

For a particular dataset if T input features are present 

then the feature selection process select the most 

important P features such that P < T. In this work, 

entropy based (IG, GR, and SU), statistical based 

(chi-squared, one-R, and relief-F), search based 

(EDA, FSHS, LFS, FVHS) feature selection 

techniques have been applied to select a minimum set 

of relevant features. 
3.3.4Dataset description 

In this work, NSL-KDD dataset which was proposed 

by [53] has been used to build a model. The dataset 

has 41 features and one class label which identify 

whether particular instance is harmful or normal. 

Each connection record contains about 100 bytes. 

Each connection instance is a row vector of n features 

and defined as follows (Equation 24): 

CR = (F1, F2, F3, ……, Fn, CL)  (24)                                                            

 

Where F1 ,  F2 ,  F3, ……, Fn are features of the 

dataset and CL denote the class label. 

In this data set the number of instances of normal, 

DoS and Probes are much larger than U2R and R2L. 

All attacks are classified into four categories:  DoS, 

R2L, probe, U2R. The preparation of data for training 

and testing of IDS model is critical. NSL-KDD 

dataset is multiclass and contains normal as well as 

four types of attack class labels. Normal label has 

53.48%, DoS label has 36.45%, Probe has 9.25%, 

R2L has 0.78%, and U2R has 0.04%.  All the attack 

labels of the dataset have been merged to generate 

one label known as attack label to reduce the 

imbalances of the dataset. Thus, the multiclass 

dataset is reduced to binary class where the two class 

labels are normal and attack. Normal class label has 

53.48% instances and attack class label has 46.52% 

instances. 

 

4.Results  
Comparing classifiers’ performance is the most 

critical task in ML. Quantitative IDS performance 

measurement results are essential to compare the 

proposed system. In this study performance of tree-

based classifiers are evaluated using confusing matrix 

which are describe in section 3.3.1.  

 

The metrics, namely, accuracy, sensitivity, precision, 

FPR, F-value, and BCR of eight tree-based classifiers 

are compared with three categories of feature 

selection methods, namely, entropy based, statistical 

based and search based that are reported in Table 2, 

3, and 4 respectively. In the tables, values in boldface 

represent the highest value as compared to the rest. 

 

Table 2 provides the values of evaluation metrics 

namely accuracy, sensitivity, precision, FPR, F-

value, and BCR for different models. The model GR 

feature selection + RF model achieves highest 

accuracy of 0.9943, precision 0.9983, F-value 

0.9939, BCR 0.9940, and lowest FPR of 0.0015. GR 

+ Simple Cart model reports highest sensitivity of 

0.9897. GR + FT tree model reports lowest accuracy 

of 0.9931, sensitivity 0.9983, precision 0.9968, F-

value 0.9925, BCR of 0.9928, and highest FPR of 

0.0027. GR + RF model gives best result for all most 

Validation 
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all the metrics whereas GR + FT tree model reports 

worst result as compared to other models. IG  + RF 

model reports highest accuracy of 0.9988, sensitivity 

of 0.9982, precision of 0.9991, F-value of 0.9987, 

BCR of 0.9987 and lowest FPR of 0.0008. IG + FT 

model gives lowest accuracy of 0.9976, sensitivity of 

0.9971, precision of 0.9977, F-value of 0.9974 and 

BCR of 0.9975, and highest FPR of 0.002.  

 

Table 2 Accuracy, Sensitivity, Precision, FPR, F-value, and BCR for different Tree-based classifiers with Entropy-

based feature selection (The values in boldface represent the highest value as compared to other values) 

Feature 

selection method 

Classifier 

techniques 

Evaluation metric  

Accuracy  Sensitivity  Precision  FPR  F-value  BCR   Time taken 

to build 

model (in 

seconds) 

GR Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9942 .9896 .9977 .0018 .9937 .9939 63.21. 

FT Tree .9931 .9883 .9968 .0027 .9925 .9928 226.34 

J48 .9940 .9894 .9977 .002 .9935 .9937 8.88  

NB Tree .9941 .9892 .9981 .0017 .9936 .9937 88.73  

RF .9943 .9895 .9983 .0015 .9939 .9940 20.75  

RT .9938 .9896 .9972 .0024 .9934 .9936 1.95  

REP Tree .994 .9891 .9978 .0017 .9935 .9937 2.87  

Simple Cart .9942 .9897 .9979 .0019 .9937 .9939 53.81  

IG Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9982 .9976 .9984 .0014 .998 .9981 198.21  

FT Tree .9976 .9971 .9977 .002 .9974 .9975 703.84  

J48 .9982 .9978 .9984 .0014 .9981 .9982 13.24  

NB Tree .9985 .9978 .9991 .0008 .9984 .9985 111.85  

RF .9988 .9982 .9991 .0008 .9987 .9987 16.02  

RT .9979 .9975 .998 .0017 .9977 .9979 1.36  

REP Tree .9977 .9971 .998 .0017 .9975 .9977 4.4  

Simple Cart .9982 .9977 .9984 .0013 .9981 .9982 191.77  

SU BF Tree .998 .9972 .9984 .0013 .9978 .9979 210.94 

FT Tree .9973 .9969 .9974 .0023 .9971 .9973 685.04  

J48 .9981 .9976 .9984 .0014 .9981 .9981 14.38  

NB Tree .9985 .9979 .999 .0009 .9984 .9985 124.61  

RF .9988 .9982 .9993 .0006 .9987 .9988 16.27  

RT .9981 .9979 .9979 .0018 .9979 .9981 1.42  

REP Tree .9977 .9970 .998 .0018 .9975 .9976 4.2  

Simple Cart .9981 .9975 .9984 .0014 .9979 .9980 201.85  

 

Table 3 shows that the Chi-squared + RF model 

achieves the highest values of accuracy (0.9987), 

sensitivity (0.9982), precision (0.9994), F-value 

(0.9988), BCR (0.9988), and the lowest FPR 

(0.0005). In contrast, the Chi-squared + FT model 

reports the lowest accuracy (0.9973), sensitivity 

(0.9964), precision (0.9978), F-value (0.9971), BCR 

(0.9972), and the highest FPR (0.0019). 

 

One-R +RF model gives highest accuracy of 0.9987, 

precision of 0.9991, F-value of 0.9986, BCR of 

0.9987.  One-R + J48 model gives highest sensitivity 

of 0.9982. One-R + NBT gives lowest FPR of 

0.0003. One-R + FT model reports lowest accuracy 

of 0.9973, sensitivity 0.9966, precision 0.9974, F-

value of 0.9971, BCR of 0.9972, and highest FPR of 

0.0022. Relief-F + RF model gives highest accuracy 

of 0.9958, sensitivity 0.9946, precision 0.9965, F-

value 0.9955, BCR of 0.9958, and lowest FPR of 

0.003. Both Relief-F + J48 model and Relief-f + NBT 

model report second highest accuracy of 0.9952. 

Relief-f + REPT model gives lowest accuracy of 

0.9943, F-value of 0.9939, and BCR of 0.9943. 

Relief-f + RT model reports lowest sensitivity of 

0.9936. 

 

In Table 4, four different feature selection methods 

have been combined each of the eight classifiers. 

Results show that EDA with RF reports highest 

accuracy of 0.9980, precision of 0.9987, F-value of 

0.9979, and BCR of 0.998. EDA search with NB tree 

gives highest sensitivity of 0.9972.  EDA search with 

RF gives lowest false alarm rate of 0.0011. EDA with 

NB tree gives the second highest value of accuracy 

0.9979, sensitivity of 0.9971, precision of 0.9983, 

FPR of 0.0014, F-value of 0.9978, and BCR of 

0.9979. EDA with FT gives lowest Accuracy of 

0.9966, sensitivity of 0.9959, precision of 0.9968, F-
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value of 0.9964, BCR of 0.9966 and the highest FPR 

of 0.0028. EDA with FT gives the worst value for all 

the metrics as compared to other models but while 

combined with RF classifier it gives the best result 

for almost all the metrics when compared with other 

models. 

 

FSHS + RF model gives highest accuracy of 0.9988, 

sensitivity of 0.9981, precision of 0.9993, F-value of 

0.9987, BCR value of 0.9987 and lowest FPR of 

0.0006. Table 4 shows that the second-best 

combination is FSHS with NBT which reports 

accuracy of 0.9986, sensitivity of 0.9979, precision of 

0.9991, FPR value is 0.0008, F-value of 0.9985, and 

BCR of 0.9986. However, HS with FT model gives 

lowest accuracy of 0.9970, sensitivity of 0.9961, 

precision 0.9975, F-value of 0.9968, and BCR of 

0.997. HS with FT model reports highest FPR of 

0.0021. HS with RF classifier gives the best result for 

all the metrics as compared to other classifiers 

whereas HS with FT gives worst result as compared 

to other models. 

LFS + RF model has best performance with accuracy 

of 0.9989, sensitivity of 0.9982, precision of 0.9994, 

FPR of 0.0005, F-value of 0.9988, and BCR of 

0.9988. LFS + NBT model reports second highest 

accuracy of 0.9986, sensitivity of 0.9981, precision of 

0.9989, FPR is 0.0009, F-value of 0.9985, BCR of 

0.9986.  LFS + FT model reports lowest accuracy of 

0.9972, sensitivity of 0.9964, precision of 0.9977, F-

value of 0.997, and BCR of 0.9972. But it has FPR of 

0.0009 which is high compared to other models. 

FVHS + RF model yielded highest accuracy of 

0.9985, sensitivity 0.9979, F-value of 0.9984, BCR 

0.9985.  FVHS + NBT model reports highest 

precision of 0.999. FVHS + RF model and FVHS + 

NBT model both reports lowest FPR of 0.0009. It is 

evident from Table 4 that FVHS + RF model reports 

best performance values as compared to other 

models. VHS + FT model gives lowest accuracy of 

0.9967, sensitivity 0.9955, precision 0.9974, F-value 

0.9965, BCR 0.9966, and highest FPR of 0.0022. 

Thus, it is observed that FVHS + FT model gives 

worst result as compared to other models. 

 

Table 3 Accuracy, sensitivity, precision, FPR, F-value, and BCR for different tree-based classifiers with statistical-

based feature selection (The values in boldface represent the highest value as compared to other values) 

Feature selection 

method 

Classifier 

techniques 

Evaluation metric  

Accuracy Sensitivity Precision FPR F-value BCR Time Taken 

to Build 

Model ( in 

seconds 

ChiSquared 

Attribute Evaluator 

BF Tree .9979 .9973 .9982 .0015 .9977 .9979 225.62  

FT Tree .9973 .9964 .9978 .0019 .9971 .9972 844.93  

J48 .9979 .9973 .9981 .0016 .9977 .9978 16.4  

NB Tree .9986 .9980 .9989 .0009 .9985 .9985 178.11  

RF .9987 .9982 .9994 .0005 .9988 .9988 18.8  

RT .9982 .9978 .9983 .0015 .9980 .9981 1.5  

REP Tree .9978 .9972 .9981 .0017 .9977 .9978 5.04  

Simple Cart .9981 .9976 .9982 .0015 .9979 .9980 219.34  

One-R Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9982 .9976 .9985 .0013 .9981 .9982 191.77  

FT Tree .9973 .9966 .9974 .0022 .9971 .9972 590.71  

J48 .9984 .9982 .9984 .0013 .9983 .9984 12.51  

NB Tree .9985 .9979 .9989 .0003 .9984 .9985 101.53  

RF .9987 .9981 .9991 .0008 .9986 .9987 12.79  

RT .9979 .9976 .9979 .0019 .9977 .9979 1.84  

REP Tree .9977 .9971 .998 .0017 .9975 .9976 3.78  

Simple Cart .9982 .9977 .9985 .0013 .9981 .9982 195.22  

Relief- Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9946 .9938 .9947 .0046 .9942 .9946 248.76  

FT Tree .9947 .9940 .9946 .0047 .9943 .9947 680.43  

J48 .9952 .9944 .9952 .0041 .9948 .9951 11.45  

NB Tree .9952 .9945 .9952 .0042 .9949 .9952 95.8  

RF .9958 .9946 .9965 .003 .9955 .9958 13.07  

RT .9947 .9936 .995 .0042 .9943 .9946 1.67  

REP Tree .9943 .9937 .9941 .0051 .9939 .9943 3.53  

Simple Cart .9951 .9943 .9952 .0041 .9948 .9951 206.97  
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Table 4 Accuracy, Sensitivity, Precision, FPR, F-value, and BCR for different Tree-based classifiers with Search-

based feature selection (The values in boldface represent the highest value as compared to other values) 

Feature 

selection 

method 

Classifier 

technique 

Evaluation metric  

Accuracy Sensitivity Precision FPR F-value BCR  Time taken 

to build 

model (in 

seconds) 

EDA Search BF Tree .9974 .9964 .9980 .0017 .9972 .9973 161.9  

FT Tree .9966 .9959 .9968 .0028 .9964 .9966 757.88  

J48 .9976 .9969 .9979 .0018 .9974 .9976 7.6  

NB Tree .9979 .9972 .9983 .0014 .9978 .9979 56.52  

RF .9980 .9971 .9987 .0011 .9979 .998 10.91  

RT .9974 .9968 .9976 .0021 .9972 .9973 1.56  

REP Tree .9974 .9966 .9978 .0019 .9972 .9973 2.79  

Simple Cart .9976 .9968 .9980 .0017 .9974 .9976 142.99  

FSHS BF Tree .9982 .9976 .9986 .0012 .9981 .9982 201.63  

FT Tree .9970 .9961 .9975 .0021 .9968 .997 823.07  

J48 .9983 .9978 .9985 .0013 .9981 .9982 15.73  

NB Tree .9986 .9979 .9991 .0008 .9985 .9986 155.6  

RF .9988 .9981 .9993 .0006 .9987 .9987 16.08 Sec. 

RT .9979 .9975 .9981 .0017 .9978 .9979 1.72 Sec. 

REP Tree .9978 .997 .9982 .0016 .9976 .9977 4.99 Sec. 

Simple Cart .9983 .9977 .9986 .0012 .9982 .9983 186.33 Sec. 

LFS  BF Tree .9979 .9971 .9984 .0014 .9977 .9978 189.84 Sec. 

FT Tree .9972 .9964 .9977 .0020 .997 .9972 879.72 sec 

J48 .9983 .9978 .9985 .0013 .9982 .9983 12.11 Sec. 

NB Tree .9986 .9981 .9989 .0009 .9985 .9986 98.2 Sec. 

RF .9989 .9982 .9994 .0005 .9988 .9988 13.1 Sec. 

RT .9979 .9977 .9977 .002 .9977 .9979 1.98 Sec. 

REP Tree .9981 .9976 .9983 .0015 .998 .9981 4.04 Sec. 

Simple Cart .998 .9973 .9983 .0014 .9978 .9979 181.87 Sec. 

FVHS BF Tree .9978 .9971 .9981 .0017 .9976 .9977 175.64 Sec. 

FT Tree 0.9967 .9955 .9974 .0022 .9965 .9966 734.96 Sec. 

J48 .9979 .9971 .9984 .0014 .9978 .9978 7.05 Sec. 

NB Tree .9983 .9974 .999 .0009 .9982 .9982 58.56 Sec. 

RF .9985 .9979 .9989 .0009 .9984 .9985 12.26 Sec. 

RT .9981 .9978 .9961 .0035 .9969 .9979 1.17 Sec. 

REP Tree .9975 .9965 .9980 .0017 .9973 .9974 3.92 Sec 

Simple Cart .9981 .9976 .9981 .0017 .9978 .9979 158.87 Sec. 

 

The Specificity, NPV, FNR, MCC, ER, and KC of 

eight tree-based classifiers are compared with three 

categories of feature selection methods namely, 

entropy based, statistical based and search based that 

are presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7 respectively. In the 

tables, values in boldface represent the highest value 

as compared to the rest. 

 

Table 5 reveals that the GR + RF model achieved the 

highest specificity (0.9985), NPV (0.991), MCC 

(0.9886), KC (0.9899), and the lowest ER (0.0057). 

The GR + Simple CART model recorded the lowest 

FNR (0.0103). Conversely, the GA + FT model 

reported the lowest specificity (0.9972), NPV 

(0.9899), MCC (0.9862), KC (0.9861), and the 

highest ER (0.0069). Both the IG + RF model and the 

IG + NBT model showed the highest specificity 

(0.9992). The IG + RF model also achieved the 

highest NPV (0.9985), MCC (0.9975), KC (0.9974), 

the lowest FNR (0.0018), and ER (0.0012). The SU + 

RF model demonstrated the highest specificity 

(0.9994), NPV (0.9985), MCC (0.9976), KC 

(0.9974), and the lowest FNR (0.0018) and ER 

(0.0012). 

 

Table 6 indicates that the ChiSquared + RF model 

achieves the highest specificity (0.9994), NPV 

(0.9984), MCC (0.9977), KC (0.9977), and the 

lowest FNR (0.0018) and ER (0.0011). In contrast, 

the ChiSquared + FT model records the lowest 

specificity (0.9981), NPV (0.9968), and MCC 

(0.9947), while ChiSquared + REPT reports the 
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lowest KC (0.9939). When One-R was combined 

with all eight classifiers, it was observed that One-R 

+ RF achieved the highest specificity (0.9992), NPV 

(0.9984), MCC (0.9974), KC (0.9972), and the 

lowest ER (0.0013). The One-R + J48 model 

achieved the lowest FNR (0.0018). Additionally, 

when Relief-f feature selection was combined with 

all classifiers, the Relief-f + RF model reached the 

highest specificity (0.9969), NPV (0.9953), MCC 

(0.9917), and KC (0.9922). 

 

Table 5 Specificity, NPV, FNR, MCC, ER, and KC for different Tree-based classifiers with Entropy-based feature 

selection 

Feature 

selection 

method 

Classifier 

techniques 

Evaluation metric 

Specificity NPV FNR MCC Error rate 

(ER) 

Kappa coefficient 

(KC) 

GR Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9982 .9910 .0104 .9883 .0058 .9896 

FT Tree .9972 .9899 .0117 .9862 .0069 .9861 

J48 .9980 .9908 .0106 .988 .0061 .9893 

NB Tree .9983 .9906 .01081 .9881 .0059 .9894 

RF .9985 .991 .0105 .9886 .0057 .9899 

RT .9976 .991 .0104 .9877 .0061 .9891 

REP Tree .9982 .9906 .0109 .9879 .006 .9892 

Simple Cart .9981 .9911 .0103 .9883 .0058 .9896 

IG Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9986 .9979 .0023 .9963 .0018 .9965 

FT Tree .9981 .9975 .0029 .9951 .0024 .9954 

J48 .9986 .9981 .0022 .9964 .0018 .9962 

NB Tree .9992 .9981 .0022 .9971 .0014 .996 

RF .9992 .9985 .0018 .9975 .0012 .9974 

RT .9983 .9978 .0025 .9958 .0021 .9951 

REP Tree .9982 .9975 .0029 .9954 .0023 .9937 

Simple Cart .9986 .998 .0023 .9964 .0018 .9965 

SU BF Tree .9986 .9976 .0028 .996 .002 .9962 

FT Tree .9977 .9973 .0031 .9947 .0026 .9949 

J48 .9986 .9979 .0024 .9962 .0019 .996 

NB Tree .9991 .9981 .0021 .9973 .0014 .9959 

RF .9994 .9985 .0018 .9976 .0012 .9974 

RT .9982 .9982 .0021 .9961 .0019 .9954 

REP Tree .9982 .9974 .0029 .9953 .0023 .9936 

Simple Cart .9986 .9978 .0025 .9961 .0019 .9964 

 

Table 7 shows that the EDA search + RF model 

achieves the highest specificity (0.9989), NPV 

(0.9988), MCC (0.9967), KC (0.9944), the lowest 

FNR (0.0029), and ER (0.002). The EDA search + 

FT model reports the lowest specificity (0.9989), 

NPV (0.9964), KC (0.9922), MCC (0.9932), the 

highest ER (0.002), and FNR (0.0041). When 

combined with all classifiers, the HS + RF model 

achieves the highest specificity (0.9994), NPV 

(0.9983), MCC (0.9975), KC (0.9976), the lowest 

FNR (0.0019), and ER (0.0012). The LFS + RF 

model records the highest specificity (0.9994), NPV 

(0.9984), MCC (0.9977), KC (0.9973), the lowest 

FNR (0.0018), and ER (0.0011). Both the VHS + RF 

and VHS + NBT models report the highest specificity 

(0.9991), with the VHS + RF model also achieving 

the highest NPV (0.9982), MCC (0.9971), KC 

(0.9914), the lowest FNR (0.002), and ER (0.0014). 

Additionally, the GM, YI, Jaccard, Efficiency, and 

DP values of eight tree-based classifiers are 

compared across three categories of FS methods, 

presented in Tables 8, 9, and 10. Boldfaced values in 

these tables indicate the highest metrics compared to 

the others. Table 8 indicates that the GR + RF model 

achieves the highest GM (0.994), YI (0.998), Jaccard 

(0.9878), DP (6.0977), and an efficiency of 

98.9323%. The GR + FT model records the lowest 

GM (0.9928), YI (0.9856), Jaccard (0.9852), DP 

(5.695), and an efficiency of 98.8044%. The IG + RF 

model presents the highest GM (0.9987), YI 

(0.9975), Jaccard (0.9974), DP (7.444), and an 

efficiency of 99.7692%. The SU + RF model reports 

the highest GM (0.9988), YI (0.9976), Jaccard 

(0.9975), efficiency (99.7544%), and DP (7.5433). 

The results clearly demonstrate that the SU + RF 

model outperforms the other models in terms of 

efficiency and performance metrics.
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Table 6 Specificity, NPV, FNR, MCC, ER, and KC for different Tree-based classifiers with Statistical-based 

Feature Selection 

Feature selection  

method 

Classifier 

techniques 

Evaluation metric 

Specificity NPV FNR MCC Error rate Kappa 

coefficient 

ChiSquared Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9984 .9976 .0027 .9958 .0021 .996 

FT Tree .9981 .9968 .0036 .9947 .0027 .9948 

J48 .9982 .9976 .0027 .9957 .0021 .9961 

NB Tree .9991 .9983 .002 .9971 .0014 .9973 

RF .9994 .9984 .0018 .9977 .0011 .9977 

RT .9985 .9981 .0022 .9971 .0018 .9958 

REP Tree .9983 .9976 .0028 .9956 .0022 .9939 

Simple Cart .9984 .9979 .0023 .9961 .0019 .9963 

One-R Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9987 .9979 .0024 .9964 .0018 .9965 

FT Tree .9978 .9971 .0033 .9945 .0027 .9948 

J48 .9986 .9984 .0018 .9968 .0016 .9965 

NB Tree .9991 .9982 .0021 .997 .0015 .996 

RF .9992 .9984 .0019 .9974 .0013 .9972 

RT .9981 .9979 .0024 .9957 .002119 .9955 

REP Tree .9982 .9974 .0029 .9954 .0023 .9937 

Simple Cart .9987 .9981 .0023 .9964 .0018 .9966 

Relief-f Attribute 

Evaluator 

BF Tree .9954 .9946 .0062 .9892 .0053 .99 

FT Tree .9953 .9948 .0059 .9893 .0053 .9902 

J48 .9958 .9952 .0056 .9903 .0048 .9909 

NB Tree .9958 .9952 .0054 .9904 .0048 .99 

RF 9969 .9953 .0054 .9917 .0041 .9922 

RT .9956 .9944 .0064 .9893 .0053 .9896 

REP Tree .9949 .9945 .0063 .9886 .0057 .9875 

Simple Cart .9958 .9951 .0057 .9902 .0048 .991 

 

Table 7 Specificity, NPV, FNR, MCC, Error Rate, and KC for different tree-based classifiers with Search-based 

feature selection 

Feature selection 

method 

Classifier 

Technique 

Evaluation metric 

Specificity NPV FNR MCC Error rate 

(ER) 

Kappa 

coefficient 

(KC) 

EDA Search BF Tree .9983 .9982 .0036 .9955 .0026 .9938 

FT Tree .9972 .9964 .0041 .9932 .0034 .9922 

J48 .9982 .9973 .0031 .9952 .0024 .9944 

NB Tree .9986 .9976 .0028 .9958 .0021 .9931 

RF .9989 .9988 .0029 .9967 .002 .9943 

RT .9979 .9972 .0032 .9947 .0026 .9931 

REP Tree .9981 .9970 .0034 .9947 .0026 .9907 

Simple Cart .9983 .9973 .0031 .9952 .0022 .9941 

HS BF Tree .9988 .9979 .0024 .9964 .0018 .9966 

FT Tree .9978 .9966 .0092 .994 .003 .9944 

J48 .9987 .9981 .0022 .9965 .0017 .9963 

NB Tree .9992 .9982 .0021 .9972 .0014 .9973 

RF .9994 .9983 .0019 .9975 .0012 .9976 

RT .9983 .9978 .0025 .9959 .0020 .9953 

REP Tree .9984 .9974 .0030 .9954 .0023 .9937 

Simple Cart .9988 .9980 .0023 .9966 .0017 .9968 

LFS  BF Tree .9986 .9970 .0029 .9956 .0021 .9956 

FT Tree .9981 .9968 .0036 .9958 .00277 .9944 

J48 .9987 .9981 .0022 .9963 .0017 .9961 

NB Tree .9991 .9983 .0019 .9972 .0014 .9961 

RF .9994 .9984 .0018 .9977 .0011 .9973 
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Feature selection 

method 

Classifier 

Technique 

Evaluation metric 

Specificity NPV FNR MCC Error rate 

(ER) 

Kappa 

coefficient 

(KC) 

RT .9980 .9981 .0023 .9957 .0021 .9948 

REP Tree .9985 .9979 .0024 .9962 .0019 .9945 

Simple Cart .9985 .9977 .0027 .9959 .0020 .9959 

VHS  BF Tree .9983 .9975 .0029 .9955 .0022 .9953 

FT Tree . 9978 .9961 .0045 .9934 .0033 .9933 

J48 .9986 .9975 .0029 .9958 .0021 .9952 

NB Tree . 9991 .9978 .0026 .9966 .0017 .9964 

RF .9991 .9982 .002 .9971 .0014 .9959 

RT .9981 .9981 .0022 .995 .0020 .995 

REP Tree .9931 .9970 .0034 .9949 .0025 .9914 

Simple Cart .9983 .9979 .0024 .9959 .0020 .9957 

 

Table 8 GM, YI, MK, Jaccard, Efficiency, and DP for different tree-based classifiers with entropy-based feature 

selection 

Feature selection method Classifier 

technique 

Evaluation metric 

GM YI Jaccard Efficiency in 

% 

DP 

GR Attribute Evaluator BF Tree .9939  .9878 .9879 98.9391 6.0977 

FT Tree .9928  .9856 .9852 98.8044 5.695 

J48 .9937  .9874 .9872 98.9186 5.9344 

NB Tree .9937  .9875 .9873 98.8948 6.0087 

RF .994  .988 .9878 98.9323 6.0977 

RT .9936  .9871 .9868 98.934 5.8303 

REP Tree .9937  .9873  .9871 98.8743 5.9814 

Simple Cart .9939  .9878  .9875 98.9493 5.9643 

IG Attribute Evaluator BF Tree .9981  .9963  .9961 99.722 6.9681 

FT Tree .9975  .9951 .9948 99.664 6.6395 

J48 .9982  .9964  .9962 99.693 6.9994 

NB Tree .9985  .997  .9969 99.5992 7.3035 

RF .9987  .9975  .9974 99.7692 7.4444 

RT .9979  .9957  .9955 99.5992 6.7969 

REP Tree .9977  .9953  .9951 99.4286 6.7122 

Simple Cart .9982  .9964  .9962 99.7305 6.9903 

SU BF Tree .9979  .9959  .9957 99.6862 6.8857 

FT Tree .9973  .9946  .9943 99.6282 6.5374 

J48 .9981  .9962  .996 99.6674 6.9485 

NB Tree .9985  .997  .9969 99.5923 7.2774 

RF .9988  .9976  .9975 99.7544 7.5434 

RT .9981  .9961  .9959 99.6384 6.8894 

REP Tree .9976  .9953  .9950 99.4167 6.7011 

Simple Cart .9984  .9961  .9959 99.71 6.9235 

 

Table 9 compares the models built with all possible 

combinations of three statistical based feature 

selection and eight classification techniques. The 

result clearly shows that Chisquared + RF model 

gives highest GM of 0.9988, YI of 0.9976, Jaccard of 

0.9976, DP of 7.6157, and efficiency of 99.7766%.  

Relief-F + REP model gives lowest GM of 0.9946, 

Jaccard of 0.9879, DP of 5.6918, efficiency of 

99.0517, and DP of 5.6918. Table 10 compares the 

models built with all possible combinations of three 

statistical based feature selection and eight 

classification techniques. The result clearly shows 

that LFS + RF model gives highest GM of 0.9988, YI 

of 0.9976, and DP of 7.6156. 
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Table 9 GM, YI, MK, Jaccard, Efficiency, and DP for different Tree-based classifiers with Statistical-based feature 

selection 

Feature selection method Classifier technique Evaluation metric 

GM YI Jaccard Efficiency in 

% 

DP 

ChiSquared Attribute Evaluator BF Tree .9979  .9957  .9955 99.681 6.8222 

FT Tree .9972  .9945  .9942 99.5838 6.5484 

J48 .9978  .9957  .9954 99.7049 6.7995 

NB Tree .9985  .9971  .9969 99.768 7.2767 

RF .9988  .9976  .9976 99.7766 7.6157 

RT .9981  .9963  .9961 99.6589 6.9551 

REP Tree .9978  .9956  .9953 99.4423 6.9743 

Simple Cart .998  .9961  .9959 99.7186 6.9005 

One-R Attribute Evaluator BF Tree .9982  .9963 .9961 99.7152 6.9909 

FT Tree .9972  .9933 .9958 99.6179 6.5079 

J48 .9984  .9968 .9966 99.7254 7.1147 

NB Tree .9985  .997 .9968 99.6128 7.2431 

RF .9987  .9973 .9972 99.4759 7.3872 

RT .9979  .9957 .9954 99.6555 6.7831 

REP Tree .9976  .9953 .9951 99.4286 6.709 

Simple Cart .9982  .9964 .9962 99.7288 7.0102 

Relief-F Attribute Evaluator BF Tree .9946  .9829  .9886 99.299 5.7603 

FT Tree .9947  .9893  .9887 99.3348 5.7694 

J48 .9951  .9903  .9897 99.3621 5.8776 

NB Tree .9952  .9904  .9898 99.2512 5.8859 

RF .9958  .9915  .9911 99.3911 6.0646 

RT .9946  .9892  .9886 99.2273 5.771 

REP Tree .9943  .9834  .9879 99.0517 5.6918 

Simple Cart .9951  .9902  .9896 99.3706 5.8695 

 

Figure 3 presents a comparison of DP values for all 

the classifiers. Analysis indicates that RF classifier 

suggests highest DP value irrespective of the search-

based feature selection methods used. LF search with 

RF classifier presents highest DP value of 7.6156. 

EDA search + RF achieves, DP value of 6.9547, 

FSHS + RF achieves DP value of 7. 5157, and FVHS 

+ RF achieves DP value of 7.2627. Hence high DP 

value indicates that the proposed model is stronger 

and is capable of detecting unknown attacks. 

 

Table 10 GM, YI, Jaccard, Efficiency, and DP for different tree-based classifiers with search-based feature selection 

Feature 

selection 

method 

Classifier techniques Evaluation metric 

GM YI Jaccard Efficiency in % DP 

EDA Search BF Tree .9973  .9947  .9945 99.4286 6.6127 

FT Tree .9966  .9931  .9927 99.3553 6.2893 

J48 .9975  .9951  .9949 99.5122 6.6685 

NB Tree .9972  .9958  .9955 99.3211 6.8793 

RF .998  .9959  .9958 99.5241 6.9547 

RT .9973  .9946  .9943 99.3877 6.5516 

REP Tree .9973  .9946  .9887 99.0824 6.5653 

Simple Cart .9976  .9951  .9949 99.473 6.6829 

FSHS BF Tree .9982  .9963  .9961 99.7254 7.005 

FT Tree .997  .9939  .9936 99.5616 6.4346 

J48 .9982  .9965  .9963 99.693 7.0173 

NB Tree .9986  .9971  .9970 99.7629 7.3404 

RF .9982  .9975  .9974 99.7766 7.5157 

RT .9979  .9958  .9956 99.6077 6.8224 

REP Tree .9972  .9954  .9951 99.4081 6.7388 

Simple Cart .9983  .9965  .9964 99.7407 7.0724 

LF Search BF Tree .9978 .9957  .9955 99.6265 6.8382 
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FT Tree .9972  .9943  .9941 99.5446 6.5122 

J48 .9983  .9965  .9963 99.635 7.0449 

NB Tree .9986  .9971  .9970 99.6265 7.2897 

RF .9988 .9976 .9976 99.7288 7.6156 

RT .9979  .9957  .9954 99.5889 6.7809 

REP Tree .9981  .9961  .9959 99.4917 6.918 

Simple Cart .9979  .9959  .9956 99.6657 6.862 

FVHS BF Tree .9977  .9954  .9952 99.6196 6.7425 

FT Tree .9966  .9933  .993 99.4269 6.3452 

J48 .9978  .9957  .9955 99.5736 6.8382 

NB Tree .9982  .9964  .9964 99.6606 7.115 

RF .9985  .9973  .9938 99.6008 7.2627 

RT .9979  .9959  .9938 99.6043 6.8274 

REP Tree .9974  .9949  .9946 99.1404 6.6391 

Simple Cart .9979  .9959  .9956 99.6623 6.8339 

 

Comparative Analysis 

The performance of the proposed model with other 

ML techniques has been compared and the findings 

are reported in Table 11 based on the experiments 

performed on the NSL-KDD dataset. The results 

reported that the proposed model yields a high 

accuracy which is 99.89%, high sensitivity rate of 

99.82%, and much lower FPR of 0.03% in 

comparison to other approaches. 

 

Table 11 Comparison of our proposed model with other existing ML methods (N/R: Not Reported) 

Work Model Dataset Accuracy in 

% 

FAR or FPR 

(%) 

Sensitivity or 

DR (%) 

  [54] C5.0 + One class SVM NSL-KDD 98.20 1.40 95 

  [55]  SU +JRip NSL-KDD 99.83 0.14 99.80 

  [56]  

 

Intelligent water drops feature 

selection + SVM 

KDD Cup 99 N/R 1.40 99.40 

  [57]  FSSL-EL-CART KDD CUP  84.54 20.35 N/R 

  [58]  TVCPSO-SVM NSL-KDD 98.30 0.87 97.05 

  [59] LMDRT-SVM KDD CUP 99.93 0.10 99.94 

  [60]  

 

GR + J48 + Bagging NSL-KDD 84.25 2.79 N/R 

 [61] Ensemble (REP Tree, IBk, RT, RF, 

and J48graft)  

NSL-KDD 99.72% 0. 003 99.70 

[47] Deep-learning based feedforward 

neural network 

NSL-KDD 89.03 17.59% 95.65 

[62] Spider Monkey Optimization (SMO) 

and Hierarchical Particle Swarm 

Optimization (HPSO)  + RF 

NSL-KDD 99.17 N / R 98.33 

[63] Neural Network NSL-KDD 97.5 N / R 96.7 

[64] Kernel-based principal component 

analysis (KPCA ) + Deep Neural 

Network 

KDD CUP 99 96.0 N / R N / R 

[65] MLP NSL-KDD 97.8 N / R 98 

[66] Logistic Model Tree NSL-KDD 99.40 0.32 N/R 

Proposed 

model 

LFS + RF NSL-KDD 99.89 0.0005 99.82 
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Figure 3 Performance comparison of DP 

 

5.Discussion 
None of the earlier works referred in Table 11, 

employed appropriate metrics to evaluate their 

performance. Invariably they have used accuracy as 

the only evaluation parameter but it is not suitable in 

dealing with unbalanced data. To address this 

limitation, seventeen metrices have been used for 

evaluating the performance of the proposed model. 

The results show that high accuracy, high sensitivity 

and very low FPR for all the classifiers with respect 

to the three categories of FS methods. All the 

classifiers have approximately the same accuracy 

value (i.e., more than 0.99) which indicates 

effectiveness of the proposed model. Further, the 

sensitivity value is close to 1 for all the classifiers, 

and particularly the RF classifier gives the highest 

sensitivity value for almost all feature selection 

methods, the maximum being 0.9982.  This shows 

the effectiveness of RF. Thus, the proposed method is 

able to reduce the FPR considerably.  RF is an 

efficient method due to its speed and ability to handle 

high dimensional data and its robustness against 

overfitting. As per the results, it is inferred that NB 

Tree with One-R attributer evaluator gives lowest 

FPR rate of 0.0003. The higher precision value is an 

indication of a good classifier. It is observed that the 

F-value is more than 0.99 for all the classifiers.  High 

value of F-value indicates high classification 

performance. High value of BCR (close to 1) for all 

the classifiers indicates classification performance is 

good. It is inferred that the RF classifier gives good 

results for almost all the metrics and feature selection 

methods. It is further inferred that the performance 

indicators are close to each other in terms of NPV, 

FNR, MCC, ER, and KC. A fairly acceptable scalar 

value of specificity (Approximately 1) and very low 

FNR indicate that the proposed model correctly 

classified normal instances for all the classifiers. 

Similarly, a good NPV score indicates that the 

proposed model perfectly predicted negative 

instances. High score of MCC (approximately 1) for 

all classifiers irrespective of feature selection 

methods indicates that the correlation coefficient 

between the exact and predicted values is quite 

acceptable. The low ER value achieved through the 

proposed model proves the effectiveness of the model 

in classifying attacks in an IDS. The KC value which 

compares the accuracy of a system to that of a 

random system serves as a measure of efficiency of a 

model. Here, the high value of KC which ranges 

between 0.981 to 1.0 indicates a perfect classification 

model. It is observed that RF classifier gives good 

result for almost all the metrics which proves its 

superiority. The geometric mean measures the 

balance between majority and minority classification 

performance. Here, the high value of geometric mean 

(approximately 1) for all the models indicates the 

effectiveness of the classification model. Both FPR 

and FNR values being very low indicates that YI 

value is high (between 0.98 to 0.9978) which 

indicates that the proposed model is able to 

accurately distinguish between normal and attack 
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instances. Higher the Jaccard score higher the 

accuracy of the classifier. From the Table 8 to 10, it 

is inferred that Jaccard score of all the classifiers are 

high (between 0.98 to 0.998). The DP metric (which 

depends on TPR and TNR) evaluates the ability of a 

classification model to differentiate between positive 

and negative instances. It is observed that the DP 

value lies between 5.5 and 8 for all classifiers which 

shows the efficiency of the model.  The highest DP 

value is obtained for RF classifier with Chi-squared 

attribute evaluator with 7.6157. RF classifier gives 

highest DP value for all classifiers irrespective of the 

feature selection used. Figure 3 present Discriminant 

Power of classifiers with search-based FS methods. 

In the Table values in boldface represent the highest 

value as compared to other values. Finally, the results 

suggest that RF classifier outperforms other 

classifiers, and the proposed model can distinguish 

between positive and negative instances correctly. 

 

The limitation of our work is that the proposed model 

is tested only on the NSL-KDD dataset. In future, 

other available datasets will be used to test the 

efficacy of the model. A complete list of 

abbreviations is listed in Appendix I. 

 

6.Conclusion and future work 
Though many ML models have been proposed to 

increase the efficacy of IDS but the existing intrusion 

detection techniques are yet to achieve the expected 

performance level. In this work, three categories of 

feature selection methods were employed to select 

the best features. Following this, eight decision tree-

based ML   classifiers were applied to build the 

classification model. The proposed model was 

evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. Confusion 

matrix was used to analyze and compare the 

performance of the classifiers. Experimental results 

showed that RF classifier emerged as the best model 

with sensitivity or detection rate of 99.82%, FPR as 

0.03%, KC as 0.9977, GM value as 0.9988 and DP as 

7.6157 with respect to the NSL-KDD dataset. In 

future studies, the aim is to investigate the 

performance of the proposed model on individual 

classes contained within the datasets and to increase 

the model performance of minority classes. Further, it 

is planned to experiment with different hybrid models 

in order to enhance the accuracy of intrusion 

detection.  
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Appendix I 
S. No. Abbreviation Description 

1 AIDS Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection 
System 

2 ABC Artificial Bee Colony 

3 ANN Artificial Neural Network 

4 BCA Balanced Classification Accuracy 

5 BCR Balanced Classification Rate 

6 BF Best First 

7 Bi-LSTM Bidirectional Long short Term 

Memory 

8 CART Classification and Regression Trees 

9 CNN Condensed Nearest Neighbour 

10 DT Decision Tree 

11 DoS Denial of Service 

12 DP Discriminant Power 

13 ER Error Rate 

14 FN False Negative 

15 FNR False Negative Rate 

16 FP False Positive 

17 FPR False Positive Rate 

18 FR-APPSO-

BiLSTM 

Feature Reduction Adjustment 

Parameter Particle Swarm 
Optimization Bi-directional Long 

Short Term Memory (FR-Bi-LSTM),  

19 FVHS Feature Vote Harmony Search 

20 FFNN Feed Forward Neural Network 

21 FT Functional Tree 

22 GR Gain Ratio 

23 GAN-BMSVM Generative Adversarial Network and 

Bayesian Optimization in Multi-class 

SVM 

24 GM Geometric Mean 

25 GI Gini Index 

26 IG Information Gain 

27 IDS Intrusion Detection Systems 

28 KC Kappa Coefficient 

29 K-NN k-Nearest- Neighbour 

30 LFS Linear Forward Selection 

31 LSTM-CNN Long Short-Term Memory 

Convolutional Neural Network  

32 ML Machine Learning 

33 MCC Matthews Correlation Coefficient 

34 MLP Multi Layer Perceptron 

35 NB Naïve Bayes 

36 NPV Negative Predictive Value 

37 NN Neural Network 

38 OS-ELM 
 

Online Sequential Extreme Learning 
Machine  

39 OCS Optimization-Cuckoo Search 

40 PPV Positive Predictive Value 

41 R-ACO Random Ant Colony Optimization  

42 RF Random Forest 

43 RT Random Tree 

44 REPT Reduced Error Pruning Tree 

45 R2L Remote to Local 

46 QTN True Negative 

47 SIDS Signature-based Intrusion Detection 
System 

48 S-SCAE Stacked Contractive Autoencoder  

49 SVM Support Vector Machine 

50 SU Symmetrical Uncertainty 

51 TNR True Negative Rate 

52 TTP True Positive 

53 TPR True Positive Rate 

54 YI Youden’s Index 

55 SU Symmetrical Uncertainty 

 


